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Heiner Meyer: RESET at Gallery 2CforART in Salzburg 
 
Salzburg. At this year´s Summer festival exhibition Gallery „2C for ART“ 
(www.2CforArt.at) presents works by the German Pop artist Heiner Meyer. The 
opening is taking place on Tuesday, July 22 at 18:00. Heiner Meyer will be present 
at the day oft he opening. 
 
Heiner Meyer’s painting is characterized by consistency and undogmatic 
intransigence, and likewise by the principles of an arte sull’arte – art whose primary 
theme is art itself. 
 
In his works, he confidently layers quotes and adaptations of a wide range of 
sources one above the other and in doing so demonstrates the simultaneity of the 
non-simultaneous. Classic Greek sculptures, portraits of movie stars from the 
fifties, Mickey Mouse and other comic-book characters, butterflies, and cubes are 
the recurring set pieces in Meyer’s idiom and quoted in ever-new constellations 
and confrontations. 
 
This subjective iconography is reconstructed from picture to picture; there is no 
connecting or even binding scheme. Meyer’s art is always a new creation – never 
repetition; his painterly vocabulary is declined and conjugated in a different way in 
each work. In the process, the artists never lapses into the suggestion of his 
models – that is, the pictures that were there before his; both the stars of antique 
mythology as well as the Hollywood stars are quoted from a relativizing distance; 
their aura is processed and not venerated! It is out of this distance to his themes 
that Meyer achieves the absolute freedom in his painting, in which the sublime 

appears along-side the trivial, past alongside present, realistic alongside abstract, 
elite alongside popular. 
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Heiner Meyer’s works meanwhile have been presented in more than two hundred 
group and solo exhibitions and his oeuvre is being represented in a large number of 
public and private collections. 
 
 
 
„2C for ART“: Contemporary art in Salzburg 
 
A glance at the "2C for ART" exhibitions in Salzburg reads like a who-is-who of the 
international art scene. The gallery programme includes artworks by Andy Warhol, 
Tom Wesselmann, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Indiana and Mel Ramos. At 2C for ART 
you can find artworks by American Pop Art Heroes next to works by mid-career- 
artists like Ian Davenport, Dieter Huber and Heiner Meyer as well as upcoming 
artists like Joseph Klibansky, Florian Fausch and Deniz Alt. 
 
 
dates and facts: 
Heiner Meyer: RESET 
July 22 – September 13, 2014 
Gallery 2CforART 
Rainerstraße 4, 5020 Salzburg 
opening hours: 
Monday - Saturday 10:00 – 18:00 
 
For further information please contact: 
Christian Gschwandtner 
Galerie 2CforArt, www.2CforArt.at 
+43 (0)650 3101007, christian@2CforART.at 


